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PATRIARCH JOHN X
Former Metropolitan of Western Europe becomes Patriarch of Antioch
Following his election by Divine Lot on 17 December
2012, Metropolitan John, whose former diocese
included Great Britain & Ireland, was enthroned as
John X, Patriarch of the Great Antioch of All the East
on 10 Feb 2013.
The celebrations began with the Divine Liturgy
celebrated in St. Nicholas’s Cathedral in Beirut by
Patriarch John X, Archbishop Chrysostomos of New
Justiniana and All Cyprus and Metropolitan Christopher
of the Czech Lands and Slovakia. Participating in the
liturgy were hierarchs and clergy of the Local Orthodox
Churches who came to Beirut for the celebrations.
The Russian Orthodox Church’s delegation led by
Metropolitan Hilarion of Volokolamsk, head of the
Moscow Patriarchate’s department for external church
relations, took part in the celebrations on the occasion

of the enthronement of His Beatitude John X, Patriarch
of the Great Antioch of All the East.
Among the worshippers were Lebanon’s President M.
Suleiman, Lebanon’s Prime Minister N. Mikati,
Russia’s ambassador to Lebanon A. Zasypkin,
Ukrainian ambassador V. Koval, and other diplomats
accredited in Beirut. There were also Cardinal K. Koch,
president of the Pontifical Council for Promoting
Christian Unity, Maronite Patriarch Bechara Boutros
Cardinal Al-Rahi, Greek-Catholic Melkite Patriarch
Gregory III, Syro-Malabar Patriarch Ignatius Joseph III,
Syriac Jacobite Patriarch Mar Ignatius Zakka I Ivas of
Antioch, Catholicos Aram I of the Great House of
Cilicia, as well as representatives of other nonOrthodox confessions and public figures in Lebanon
and Syria. Prayers were said in Arabic, Greek, Latin,
Church Slavonic, Georgian, Serbian, Romanian, Czech,
French, English and German.
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During the grand reception after the liturgy,
Metropolitan Hilarion brought the following message to
Patriarch John X from Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and
All Russia:

While sending a delegation of our Church to the great
celebration of your ascension to the Throne of the
Church of Antioch, I convey to you my prayerful
wishes of bestowing spiritual and physical strength
upon you in your new ministry which is just beginning.

Your Beatitude,
Beloved Brother in Christ and Concelebrant at God’s
Altar:
By God’s Providence and by the will of the Holy Synod
of the Orthodox Church of Antioch guided by the Holy
Spirit, you have been called to the patriarchal ministry
and installed at the glorious throne of the Holy Chief
Apostles Peter and Paul in the land chosen by God.
It was in Antioch that the followers of the Saviour of
the world were first called Christians. Holding fast to
their confession (cf. Heb 4:14), which was taught to
her by the Holy Apostles, the Church of Antioch has
sealed the unconquerable power of faith by the blood of
her many faithful. Over centuries, the Christian
community with its centre in God’s great city of
Antioch was a major community in the world and has
won fame by the assembly of renowned bishops,
theologians and zealots.
Through the labours of your late-lamented
predecessors, Patriarchs of Antioch Alexander,
Theodosius, Elias and Ignatius, the Orthodox Church of
Antioch has extended her salutary mission far beyond
Syria, Lebanon, and other countries of the East. The
present flock of the Holy Church of Antioch includes
Arab diaspora of Western Europe, America and
Australia, as well as thousands of people who were
converted to Orthodoxy thanks to the preaching of your
Church undertaken with the true apostolic zeal. Now
the Lord is entrusting this numerous flock to the care of
Your Beatitude.
You are taking upon yourself high and responsible
primatial ministry at a hard time for Christians in the
Middle East. Again their faith is being put on trial,
while the conditions of life in their native land are
becoming even more difficult. Under the circumstances,
all people fulfilling church obedience are being
crucified with Christ, but at the same time are
‘receiving wages and gathering fruit for eternal life’ (Jn
4:36). The Primate’s ministry is especially hard, as he
must represent and defend the Church for which he
cares in relationship with a world that is not always
friendly.
The Holy Church of Antioch is not alone under these
difficult circumstances. Fraternal relations binding the
followers of Christ by Gospel love are vividly
manifested in times of trouble. The Church of Syria and
Lebanon guided by Your Beatitude can always count on
the support of the Russian Orthodox Church as it has in
the past more than once.

May the Lord grace your primatial ministry in the Holy
Church of Antioch by the restoration of peace in the
ancient land of the East, increase of love among its
people, steadfastness in faith, and the further advance in
piety of the clergy and laity entrusted to you care.
With brotherly love in Christ,
+ KIRILL
PATRIARCH OF MOSCOW & ALL RUSSIA


OBITUARY OF IGNATIUS IV,
PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH
1920-2012

His Beatitude Ignatius IV came to throne of Antioch in
1979 and stayed in office until his death in 2012. He
enjoyed a long reign as Patriarch, one marked by
simplicity and humility: high in office he was no grand
prelate. He was amazingly fit and active, and was loved
and respected to the end.
Not least here in the Deanery of Britain and Ireland, for
- though known personally only to most of the clergy
and some of the laity - he it was who made it possible
for them actually to become Orthodox.
In 1994 he said he would receive a small group of about
a dozen Anglican clergy, with members of their laity,
into the Church of Antioch. Far off in Damascus Patriarchs have not lived in Antioch since 1342 – he
had already, in the previous decade, blessed the
reception of a large group of Evangelicals in the United
Sates.
Now he agreed to meet the band of disaffected
Anglicans who had approached the Patriarchate. Their
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immediate reason for wishing to leave the C of E and
become Orthodox was the ordination of women to the
priesthood, which had been approved by the Anglican
authorities two years before and was now beginning to
happen, but behind that they had a general
dissatisfaction with the understanding, approach to the
Faith, and direction of Anglicanism in the second half
of the twentieth century, and a pull towards Holy
Orthodoxy, which was well-known to many Anglicans
of earlier generations. Both other Patriarchates had,
however, indicated that they were not interested in
receiving these Anglicans, for their own reasons –
perhaps personal reasons or political ones, ecclesiastical
and secular.
But when the group of Anglican clergy went to Paris to
meet the Patriarch and his Episcopal Vicar Gabriel, His
Beatitude Ignatius IV simply and expressively opened
wide his arms, and warmly and gently said, “Welcome
home!”
Thus
the
dozen or so
felt
understood,
loved
and
cared for, and
felt they had
indeed
arrived where
they needed
to be. Within
a few months
the Deanery
of the United
Kingdom and
Ireland was
set up and
within a year
or so the bulk
of the clergy
and
laity
were received, the clergy by Chrismation and
Ordination, the laity by Chrismation.
Patriarch Ignatius was a gentle soul, but would fight his
corner when needed. Preceding the above episode in
Paris, a “disagreement” in the next room was overheard
by some between the Patriarch and his Vicar Bishop
which was resolved only by a strong order from His
Beatitude that this was to be done.
And clearly he was a man of devotion, intelligence,
vision and energy. In his earlier days he had studied not
only at the American University in Beirut, Lebanon –
he himself was from a Syrian village – but also at the
Institut St Serge in Paris. He was one of the founders of
the youth movement which revitalised and renewed the
home Church to an extraordinary extent, and was one of
the founders of Syndesmos, the world-wide Orthodox
young people’s movement. He also took the Balamand

seminary on the Mediterranean coast of Lebanon, of
which he was Dean, and transformed it into a Christian
university of standing and influence, with theology at
its heart.
Ignatius became Metropolitan of Lattakia in Syria in
1970, and there no doubt influenced the two young
Yazigi brothers Yohanna, John (recently Metropolitan
of Europe and now the new Patriarch) and Boulos, Paul
(Metropolitan of Aleppo).
In 1979 he was elected to the throne of Antioch.
Antioch is a town (of up to 150,000 inhabitants) now in
Turkey, but was until the 20th century in Syria. It was in
fact the ancient capital of Roman Syria (which included
the Holy Land), a place of splendour and might. That is
why, when our Holy Faith began to take root there in
the very early period under St Peter and St Paul, and
with the dispersion of most of the Apostles and their
followers from Jerusalem, Antioch became the centre of
the Christian world, and there, it is noted, “the disciples
were
first
called
Christians”
(Acts 11.26).
Thus
the
Bishop
of
Antioch was
in time raised
to the position
of Patriarch,
second only to
the Patriarch
of Alexandria
– and later
third in the
Orthodox
hierarchy,
when
the
Patriarchate of
Constantinopl
e was established as the first. In time though the Church
of Antioch lost much of her glory, through the area’s
being conquered first and briefly by the Persians and
then long-term by the Muslims. But while she quickly
lost many of her people through forced conversions to
Islam, the Patriarchs of Antioch retained their position
in the whole Church – so much so that, with all the
political problems and all the tragic ecclesiastical
separations in that area over the centuries, there are in
fact five Bishops who all claim the title “Patriarch of
Antioch”!
Ignatius IV brought his contemporaries together, and
relations between their Churches are good, which of
course also helps them in their common dealings with
Islam.
Of course, there has been much anxiety in Syria in the
last two years, but Ignatius, they say, got on well with
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the Government and with the Grand Mufti and the
Muslims. He tried to keep the Church out of politics,
and Christians there seem pretty united in siding with
neither the Government of Syria nor the rebels, though
expressing more sympathy with the ruling powers than
the West seems to understand. He consistently called
for peace and for the different religious groups to live
together in harmony, which on the whole they had done
for a long time, even if all sides were kept in order by
an autocratic regime in later years. The great problem
now seems to be militant Islam, which does not wish to
have peace with anyone who will not submit to its own
dictates, possibly including the majority of Muslims.
That scenario is likely to provide a continuing problem
for his successor.
His Beatitude Ignatius IV died in hospital in Beirut at
the age of 92 on 5 December, widely loved and
mourned. He had lived in the Patriarchate in the famed
“Street called Straight” (Acts 9.11), and was buried in
the Patriarchal Cemetery.
Within a few days of the funeral, his successor was
elected by the Holy Synod, which surprisingly – by
changing a rule that a Patriarch can be elected only after
five years in office as a Metropolitan – appointed the
Metropolitan in Europe, who becomes Patriarch John X
at the age of 57. The clergy in Britain and Ireland – and
no doubt in Europe as a whole – have been sad to lose
their beloved Patriarch Ignatius and now to suffer a
double bereavement in the loss of their also-beloved
Archbishop.
The new Patriarch needs our prayers in what is a very
sticky situation which could easily become much worse
in the near future. Ignatius IV guided the Church with a
firm but loving and warm hand, and we can pray that
John X will be given the grace to do that in his turn.
For His Beatitude Ignatius: Memory eternal, Master!
For His Beatitude John: Many years, Master!
Fr Alexander Haig
St Helen’s, Colchester

PILGRIMAGE TO
ST BOTOLPH’S IKEN
Saturday 29 June, 12pm
Service of Intercession followed by
picnic
For more information please contact 01986 895176
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The Most Beautiful
Service of My Life …

AN EXTRACT FROM
“EVERYDAY SAINTS”
BY ARCHIMANDRITE TIKHON
(SHEVKUNOV)
Since its publication in 2011, “Everyday Saints” has
gone on to become the biggest selling book in modern
Russian publishing history, with millions of copies sold
in hardcopy or electronic download. Profits from the
book will be given
by the Srentsky
Monastery to build
a new Cathedral
dedicated to the
New Martyrs and
Confessors
of
Russia. In 2012,
the
book
was
translated
into
English and, in this
issue of ON we are
delighted to be
able to present
both an extract
from the book and
a full review.

The Most Beautiful Service of my Life
During soviet times there perhaps was no more horrific
symbol of the devastation of the Russian Orthodox
Church by Communist rule than Diveyevo Monastery.
The monastery had been founded by St. Seraphim of
Sarov, yet it had been turned into a frightful ruin. The
gutted remains of what was left towered over the
pathetic Soviet “regional center” into which the once
glorious and flourishing town of Diveyevo had been
transformed. The authorities didn’t bother destroying
the monastery completely. Instead they deliberately left
the ruin standing there as a memorial of their triumph,
as a trophy of their perpetual enslavement of the
Church. By the Holy Gates of the monastery, they put
up a monument to the leader of the Revolution—
Lenin—whose arm was raised to the sky in mocking
greeting of anyone who came to the devastated
monastery.
Everything about the scene said convincingly that there
would never be any return to the past. The prophecies
of St. Seraphim about the grand destiny of Diveyevo
Monastery, which had been so beloved in all of Russian
Orthodoxy, seemed to have been forever profaned and
destroyed.
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silken cord was a small sacred receptacle for the Holy
Gifts. I was sleeping on a neighboring bunk, but from
time to time would wake up at the sound of the wheels
and see Father Boniface seated at table reading the New
Testament in the dim night light of our train wagon.
We made it to Nizhny Novgorod, which was his home
town, and stayed in his parents’ house. Father Boniface
gave me a seriously transformative book to read—the
first volume of the works of Holy Hierarch Ignatius
Brianchaninov—and all night long I couldn’t sleep a
wink, as I first discovered for myself that amazing
Christian writer.

“He who walks along the Holy Canal praying
‘Theotokos and Virgin, Rejoice…’ 150 times, for
him this place will be Athos, Jerusalem, and Kiev.”

Next morning we set off for Diveyevo. We faced a
drive of about eighty kilometers. Father Boniface tried
to dress in a way so that no one would ever suspect him
to be a priest: carefully tucking away the pleats and
folds of his cassock beneath his coat, and hiding away
his very long beard into his thick scarf and upturned
collar.

Nowhere in Diveyevo, neither within the town, nor in
its surroundings, was there a single working church, not
even the memory of a church—all had been utterly
destroyed. And in the once renowned Monastery of
Sarov, and in the towns around it, instead of a holy site,
now one of the most top-secret and heavily guarded
constructions of the Soviet Union was housed instead—
a project known as Arzamas-16. Here nuclear weapons
were made.

It was already getting dark by the time we reached our
destination. Looking out of our car window through the
snowflakes whirling in a February storm, I was
distressed to see the tall watchtower, wrecked dome,
and ruined shells of the desecrated churches. Despite
this mournful scene, I was still struck by the unusual
power and secret energy of this great monastery.
What’s more, I had a sense that the Monastery of
Diveyevo was not yet dead, but still alive with some
ineffable spiritual life, well past the comprehension of
this uncaring material world.

If any priests ever made a secret pilgrimage to
Diveyevo, they hid their intentions, dressing in secular
clothes. It was to no avail. The secret police would find
them out anyway. In the year when I first visited the
devastated monastery, two monks who came to pray
and express their reverence for the holy relics of
Diveyevo were arrested, cruelly beaten by the police,
and then kept imprisoned for fifteen days in a jail cell,
sleeping on a frozen floor.

And so it turned out to be! In a ramshackle little hut on
the outskirts of Diveyevo I saw something that I could
have never imagined even in my most radiant dreams. I
saw alive the Church Radiant, invincible and
indefatigable, youthful and joyful in the consciousness
of its God, our Shepherd and Savior. It was then that I
was struck by a great verse of the apostle Paul: “I can
do all things through Christ Who strengthens me!”
(Philippians 4:13)

That winter, Archimandrite Boniface, a wonderful and
extremely kind monk from the famous Holy Trinity
Monastery, asked me to accompany him on a trip to
Diveyevo. According to our ecclesiastical rules, a priest
who sets out on a journey with the Sacred Gifts of the
Eucharist—the Body and Blood of Christ—must
always be accompanied by someone, so as to help
defend and protect the great Holy Gifts in the event of
any emergency that might arise. And Father Boniface
was on his way to Diveyevo in order to give
Communion to a few old nuns still living in the area
around the monastery—some of the last few still living
in our time of the thousand who once inhabited the preRevolutionary convent.
To get there we had to take a train through Nizhny
Novgorod, then called Gorky, and next drive by car to
Diveyevo. In the train all night long Archimandrite
Boniface could not sleep. Hung around his neck by a

And what’s more, the most beautiful and unforgettable
church service in my life took place then—not in some
magnificent grand cathedral, not in some glorious
ancient church hallowed with age, but in a nondescript
building in the community center of Diveyevo, on
Number 16, Lesnaya Street. It was not even a church at
all, but an old bathhouse somehow vaguely converted
into communal housing.
When I first arrived with Father Boniface, I saw a dingy
little room crowded by about a dozen elderly women,
the youngest of whom could not have been younger
than eighty, while the oldest were definitely more than
100 years old. All of them were dressed in simple old
country maids’ clothes and wearing peasant kerchiefs.
None of them was wearing a habit or any kind of
monastic or ecclesiastical clothing. Of course, these
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weren’t nuns—just simple old ladies; that’s what
anyone would have thought, including me, if I had not
known that these old women were in fact some of the
most courageous modern-day confessors of our faith,
true heroines who had suffered tortures and decades in
prisons and concentration camps for their beliefs. And
yet despite all their ordeals, their spiritual loyalty and
unshakable faith in God had only grown.
I was amazed to see how before my very eyes the
venerable Father Boniface, an archimandrite and rector
of the churches in the Patriarchal quarters of the Holy

Trinity Monastery, a respected and well-known father
confessor in Moscow, got down on his knees before
blessing these old women, and bowed low to the floor!
To be honest, I could not believe my eyes. But after
lifting himself up from the floor, this priest fervently
began to bless those old women who were hobbling up
awkwardly to him, each in their turn. It was clear how
truly delighted they were by his visit.
As Father Boniface and the old women were
exchanging greetings, I looked around. Icons in ancient
ceremonial frames, dimly lit by flickering lamps, were
hung on the walls. One of them particularly attracted
my attention. It was a large and beautiful icon of St.
Seraphim of Sarov. The elder’s face exuded such
kindness and warmth that I could not tear my eyes away
from him. As I found out later, that image had been
painted right before the Revolution for the new
Cathedral of Diveyevo, which they had never even had
time to consecrate, and which only by miracle had been
spared from complete desecration.
Meanwhile I started to prepare myself for the Vigil
service. It took my breath away as the nuns started to
take out of their secret hiding places and set down on
the crudely put together wooden table genuine artifacts
belonging to St. Seraphim himself. Here was the stole
of his ecclesiastical vestment; there was his heavy iron
cross on thick chains, worn for the mortification of the
flesh, a leather glove, and the old-fashioned cast iron

pot in which the saint had cooked his food. After the
Revolution when the monastery was pillaged and
destroyed, these holy relics had been passed down from
sister to sister by the nuns of the Monastery of
Diveyevo.
Having put on his vestments, Father Boniface gave the
priest’s pronouncement that begins the Vigil service.
The nuns immediately perked up and began to sing.
What a divine and utterly amazing choir they were! “In
the sixth tone! Lord, I have cried unto Thee, hearken
unto me!” sang out one of the voices quavering with
age; it was the canonarch nun, who was now 102 years
old. She had been imprisoned and exiled for over
twenty years. And all those wonderful sisters sang out
together with her: “Lord, I have cried unto Thee,
hearken unto me! Hearken unto me, O Lord!”
There is no way to capture the sublimity of this service
in words. Candles flickered, and the limitlessly kind
and wise face of St. Seraphim looked down from his
icon upon us . . . These incredible nuns sang the entire
service virtually by heart. Only very rarely did one of
them glance at the thick old books, for which they
needed to use not just eyeglasses but gigantic
magnifying glasses with wooden handles. They had
risked death or punishment saying this service in
concentration camps and prisons and places of exile.
They said it even now after all their sufferings, here in
Diveyevo, settling into their wretched hovels on the
outskirts of the town. For them it was nothing unusual,
and yet for me I could scarcely understand whether I
was in Heaven or on Earth.
These aged nuns were possessed of such incredible
spiritual strength, such prayer, such courage, such
modesty, goodness, and love, and they were full of such
faith, that it was then at that wonderful service that I
understood that they with their faith would triumph
over everything—over our godless government despite
all its power, over the faithlessness of this world, and
over death itself, of which they had absolutely no fear.

In 2003-4, several years after the fall of Communism
and the end of persecution, significant restoration
works were undertaken at the monastery, and it is
now considered to be one of the most important holy
sites in Russia.

Taken from: http://everyday-saints.com/diveevo.htm
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…[L]et us who are weak and passionate have the
courage to offer our infirmity and natural
weakness to Christ with unhesitating faith, and
confess it to Him; and we shall be certain to obtain
His help, even beyond our merit, if only we
unceasingly go right down to the depth of
humility. (1:8)
Some people living carelessly in the world have
asked me: ‘We have wives and are beset with
social cares, and how can we lead the solitary life?’
I replied to them: ‘Do all the good you can; do not
speak evil of anyone; do not steal from anyone; do
not lie to anyone; do not be arrogant towards
anyone; do not hate any one; be sure you go to
church; be compassionate to the needy; do not
offend anyone; do not wreck another man’s
domestic happiness; and be content with what
your own wives can give you. If you behave in
this way you will not be far from the Kingdom of
Heaven.’ (1:21)
[At Confession] Lay bare, lay bare your wound to
the physician and, without being ashamed, say: ‘It
is my wound, Father, it is my plague, caused by
my own negligence, and not by anything else’.
(4:62)
Attend to yourself in the presence of your
brethren, and never try to appear more correct
than they are in any circumstance whatever. (4:81)
Constantly wrestle with your thought, and
whenever it wanders call it back to you. God does
not require from those still under obedience
prayer completely free of distractions…Unbroken
recollection is proper only to an angel. (4:92)
Greater than baptism itself is the fountain of tears
after baptism, even though it is somewhat
audacious to say so. (6:6)
… [T]he demons fear concentration as thieves fear
dogs. (6:15)
He who in his heart is proud of his tears…is like a
man who asks the king for a weapon against his
enemy, and then commits suicide with it. (6:44)
Our enemies are so wicked that they turn even the
mothers of virtues into the mothers of vices, and
those things which make for humility, they make
into a cause for pride. (6:68)
An angry person is a wilful epileptic. (8:11)
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their offender either penitence or an explanation
of the long standing grievance. I have seen others
who seemed to show a brute patience, but who
were nourishing resentment within them under
the cover of silence. (8:15)
If we are observant we shall see that many
irritable people are practising vigils, fasts and
silence. For the aim of the demons is to suggest to
them, under the pretext of penance and mourning,
just what is likely to increase their passion. (8:21)
I once saw three monks receive the same injury at
the same time. One felt the sting of this, but kept
silent; the second rejoiced at his injury for the
reward it would bring him, but was sorry for the
wrongdoer; and the third, thinking of the harm his
erring neighbour was suffering, wept fervently.
And fear, reward and love were to be seen at
work. (8:27)
I have heard people slandering, and I have
rebuked them. And these doers of evil replied in
self-defence that they were doing so out of love
and care for the person whom they were
slandering….If you say you love, then pray
secretly (10:4)
To judge others is a shameless arrogation of the
Divine prerogative. (10:15)
The slave of his belly calculates with what dishes
he will celebrate the feast, but the servant of God
considers with what graces he may be enriched.
(14:7)
Often vanity proves an enemy of gluttony, and
they quarrel between themselves for the wretched
monk as for a purchased slave. The one urges him
to relax, while the other proposes that he should
make his virtue triumph. The wise monk will shun
both, at the right time shaking off each passion by
the other. (14:9)
If you have promised Christ to go by the strait and
narrow way, restrain your stomach, because by
pleasing it and enlarging it, you break your
contract. (14:29)
When sitting at a table laden with food, remember
death and judgment, for even so you will only
check the passion slightly. In taking drink, do not
cease to imagine the vinegar and gall of your
Lord. And you will certainly either be temperate,
or you will sigh and humble your mind. (14:31)
And finally, from Stage 4:126:
Athlete, keep running fearlessly!

I have seen people flaring up madly and vomiting
their long-stored malice…who have obtained from
SGOIS supports the Mettingham Orthodox Trust (Reg. Charity No. 1145765)
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Notes & Jottings …
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CHURCH IN EDINBURGH
St Andrew’s Parish in Edinburgh has outgrown its
existing premises. The present building, which was
formerly a school, is in Meadow Lane. Although part of
the building has been converted into a church, the rest
of it serves as the clergy house. In his Christmas letter,
Archimandrite John (Maitland- Moir) announces that St
Andrew’s Parish is about to acquire a church building
in Chapel Street (No 33), which is near to the
University. Fr John continues, “By ourselves we could
not meet the cost of this project but someone, who
wishes to remain anonymous, has offered to pay for the
purchase and repairs of the new church. Thanks be to
God for this wonderful gift.” The building, which
originally dates from the 18th Century, belonged to the
Church of Scotland. It ceased to be a place of worship
some years ago and, more recently, has been used as a
storage warehouse by Edinburgh University. It is on
two levels and this will enable the lower ground floor to
be used as a church hall and parish office. The building
in Meadow Lane will continue in use as the clergy
house. The parish hopes to have their new church in use
by the end of this year.

COMMON ROOM APPEAL
As a chantry college, our duty is to pray for the repose
of the soul of the foundress and this we do on a daily
basis together with our intercessions for all those who
have asked our prayers. We are conscious of a
dictionary definition of the word college which is any
group of people with a common purpose. The Trust
Deed of Mettingham Orthodox Trust gives the trustees
the obligation to use the resources of the Trust for the
promotion of Orthodox Christianity by many means
including publishing, seminars and lectures as well as
facilitating worship and providing pastoral care for
local church members, pilgrims and visitors.
We have here a purpose-built church and three acres of
grounds surrounding the house. The house is slowly
being transformed into a suitable condition for the
college with a new heating system and modern
plumbing. The progress of this work has been recorded

in the monthly bulletin, which can be viewed on the
website by going to www.joyofallwhosorrow.org.uk
and looking at the News page. The ground floor office
has been restored, the library is being catalogued and
the upstairs arrangements re-organised to provide ten
bedrooms. All of this has been much more costly than
we had originally envisaged.
There is, at the back of the house, a dis-used swimming
pool. Since this is unwanted and covers quite a large
space, it seemed sensible to redevelop the site as a
garden room, elegantly called the pavilion by the
architect. However, since the cost of this building
project is unlikely to be less than £100,000 it is beyond
our means at present. Yet, we still need some sort of
church hall or meeting room for social and similar
purposes. One answer to this question is to utilise a
wasted part of the house. In the old servant’s wing, part
of the ground floor was originally the laundry and
similar facilities. A previous owner had opened up this
area and turned it into a double garage with two up-andover garage doors. This space could fairly easily be
transformed into a Common Room at about a quarter of
the cost of building the pavilion. The re-organisation of
this part of the house would need the addition of loos
and a kitchen annexe to make it fit for purpose. The
garage doors would be replaced by windows and a
proper entrance door. Thus the resulting common room
should be quite large enough for a social gathering of
fifty people, or possibly more, and would be a great
asset to the life of the college and community. The old
swimming pool will be filled in and paved over making
a courtyard that can be accessed from the common
room. If, of your charity, you would like to support this
plan, God bless you. Cheques should be made payable
to Mettingham Orthodox Trust. Gift Aid forms are
available on the website here.

The Founding of the College of Our Lady of
Mettingham.
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Review …
home

by John M Harwood

EVERYDAY SAINTS AND OTHER STORIES by
Archimandrite Tikhon (Shevkunov)
Many people will have already heard of this remarkable
book, originally written in Russian and now translated
into several languages, and indeed, it even has its own
website (www.everyday-saints.com). For those who
haven't, this review aims to draw particular attention to
one of the most important Orthodox spiritual texts
published in recent years.
The author, Archimandrite Tikhon, heads the wellknown Srentsky monastery
in Moscow where much
work was done to bring
about the reunion of the
Russian Orthodox Church
Abroad with the Church
inside
Russia.
The
monastery has always had a
lively interest in the wider
Orthodox world and there is
nothing narrowly Russian
or political about this book.
Firstly it is a work more
easy to read than to
describe. The author has a
very engaging and lively
style,
even
through
translation (the latter by the
way seems to be excellent).
One or two secular Russian
magazines went so far as to
compare the book with the
stories of Chekhov. This is
probably going too far, but
one can understand the
enthusiasm for it is very
rare for a "spiritual" book to
reach such a wide, and
often
non-churchly,
readership. Several million
printed
and
electronic
copies have been sold in
Russia alone.
So why is this book so special and so popular? I think
that, besides his remarkable literary skill as a
storyteller, it is the nature of the subjects and people
discussed. This is a book about elders, monks, ordinary
"post-Soviet" citizens and several repentant criminals.
Many stories are from the memories of Father Tikhon
himself. The book starts in the Pskov-Caves monastery
where he began his monastic life and where he met a
number of spiritual giants like Archimandrite John

(Krestiankin). Many amazing and sometimes humorous
stories are related about these men, all now departed
from this life, and since much of this section deals with
the Soviet period their relations with the authorities are
also described. Pskov-Caves was of course one of the
only men's monasteries in Russia before 1990 but was
always under threat of closure.
But there is much else in the book, and its overall aim is
clearly to narrate events which will stir up belief in
hardened hearts. There is thus no continuous story. The
author moves from place to place and from period to
period. He describes, over several chapters, his
meetings with the last pre-revolutionary nun of
Diveyevo convent and how she survived just long
enough to walk before the returned relics of Saint
Seraphim of Sarov
when they entered the
monastery church (see
our Feature article
above).
He tells the stories of
a number of Moscow
intellectuals, military
men and humbler folk
and their families and
how they found belief
in the most unlikely
circumstances. These
stories, I suspect, are
the main reason for
the book's widespread
popularity for they
deal with people
whom the reader can
relate to.
I
was
personally
pleased to find a long
chapter on bishop
Basil
(Rodzianko),
whom I knew when
he was a priest in
England in the 1960s
and who died in 1999.
Before his death he
made several visits to
post-Soviet
Russia,
which had previously
been closed to him.
This is a very moving story which I do not want to give
away here.
I hope I have been able to give at least a small flavour
of this wonderful and unusual work. I began to lend it
out and urge people to read it as soon as I had finished
it. May others do the same for it is essentially a
missionary book.
John M Harwood
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Stock …
home

NEW books

EVERYDAY SAINTS AND OTHER STORIES

£16.50

By Archimandrite Tikhon (Shevkunov)
Paperback, illustrated, 504pp

THE BEGINNINGS OF A LIFE OF PRAYER

£8.50

by Archimandrite Irenei (Steenberg)
Paperback, 122pp

GOD’S REVELATION TO THE HUMAN HEART

£3.75

By Father Seraphim Rose
Paperback, illustrated, 48pp

THE GREAT COLLECTION OF THE
LIVES OF THE SAINTS
by St Demetrius of Rostov
Hardback, 375pp
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SGOIS STOCK LIST
Winter 2013
NEW STOCK JUST IN!
EVERYDAY SAINTS AND OTHER STORIES By
Archimandrite Tikhon (Shevkunov), Paperback,
illustrated, 504pp
£16.50
GOD’S REVELATION TO THE HUMAN HEART
By Father Seraphim Rose, Paperback, illustrated, 48pp
£3.75

TO ALMIGHTY GOD FOR HELP IN TROUBLE
28pp
AKATHIST IN HONOUR OF ST JOHN THE
WONDERWORKER 19pp
£1.50
A MONTH WITH ST JOHN OF KRONSTADT
22pp
£1.50
A MONTH WITH ST SERAPHIM OF SAROV
23pp
£1.25
BEDE AND THE PSALTER by BENEDICTA
WARD, 46pp
£3.00

MODERN ORTHODOX SAINTS: A Series By
Constantine Cavarnos:
Vol 1, St Cosmas Aitolos, Paperback, illustrated, 118pp
£6.95
Vol 10, Ss Raphael, Nicholas and Irene, Paperback,
illustrated, 200pp
£8.95

LIFE OF ST HYBALD OF HIBALDSTOW by IAN
THOMPSON 12pp Booklet £2.00

ON THE DIVINE LITURGY By Metropolitan
Augustinos (Kantiotis) of Florina:
Vol 1, Paperback, 274pp
£12.95
Vol 2, Paperback, 200pp
£12.95

THE REFLECTIONS OF ABBA ZOSIMAS Monk
of the Palestinian Desert Translated by JOHN
CHRYSSAVGIS, 34pp
£2.50

CALENDARS
ORTHODOX WALL CALENDAR 2013
The theme is the Edict of Milan – A2 size. All profits to
the Rocor Fund for Assistance, (£10.00) NOW £5.00

PRAYER BOOKS
THE 1960 JORDANVILLE PRAYER BOOK
Translated by ARCHIMANDRITE LAZARUS
(Moore) - facsimile 378pp Hardback
£14.50

THE 1917-18 COUNCIL OF THE RUSSIAN
ORTHODOX CHURCH by PROFESSOR ALEXAI
SVETOZARSKY 20pp
£1.50

SAINT PATRICK RECONSIDERED by IAN
THOMPSON 20pp Booklet
£2.00
ST JOHN CASSIAN ON PRAYER
59pp
Paperback
£3.00
THE SERVICE OF THE SMALL
SUPPLICATORY CANON TO THE MOST HOLY
THEOTOKOS 27pp 75p
THE VITAE PRIMA OF ST JOHN THE
WONDERWORKER by Fr SERAPHIM (ROSE)
23pp
£1.50

BOOKS
BOOKLETS
2013 DIRECTORY OF ORTHODOX PARISHES
& CLERGY IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND, Pb £4.00
AKATHISTS - £2.25 per copy
TO JESUS CONQUEROR OF DEATH 43pp
TO THE MOTHER OF GOD “NURTURER OF
CHILDREN” 24pp
TO THE MOTHER OF GOD “HEALER OF
CANCER” 32pp
TO JESUS CHRIST “FOR A LOVED ONE WHO
HAS FALLEN ASLEEP” 31pp
TO THE MOTHER OF GOD “THE
INEXHAUSTIBLE CUP” 32pp
AKATHIST OF REPENTANCE FOR ONE WHO
HAS ABORTED A CHILD 36pp
TO THE GUARDIAN ANGEL WHO KEEPETH
UNCEASING WATCH OVER ONE’S LIFE 40pp

HOLY SCRIPTURE &
COMMENTARIES
THE EXPLANATION OF THE EPISTLE OF ST
PAUL TO THE GALATIANS by Blessed
Theophylact, Paperback, 86pp
£10.50
THE EXPLANATION OF THE HOLY GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST JOHN by Blessed Theophylact
Pb, 312pp £11.50
Hb, 312pp £20.00
THE EXPLANATION OF THE HOLY GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST LUKE by Blessed Theophylact
Pb, 328pp £11.50
Hb, 328pp £20.00
THE EXPLANATION OF THE HOLY GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST MARK by Blessed
Theophylact
Pb, 144pp £11.50
Hb, 328pp £20.00
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THE EXPLANATION OF THE HOLY GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW by Blessed
Theophylact
Pb, 259pp £11.50
Hb, 259pp £20.00
THE NEW TESTAMENT OF OUR LORD AND
SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST Authorised Version, Pb
479pp
£4.00
ORTHODOX STUDY BIBLE, Hb illustrated 1795pp
+ indices
£27.50

SAINTS
A GUIDE TO THE SAINTS OF WALES AND THE
WEST COUNTRY by RAY SPENCER
110pp Paperback
£9.00
AN AGE OF SAINTS by CHALWYN JAMES
115pp Paperback
£6.95

ICONS AND SAINTS OF THE EASTERN
ORTHODOX CHURCH by ALFREDO
TRADIGO,383pp Pb, illustrated
£13.95
IN SEARCH OF ST RUMWOLD by RUMWOLD
LEIGH booklet
£2.50
IN SEARCH OF ST WALSTAN by CAROL
TWINCH, 197pp Paperback illustrated £9.95
LANTERN OF GRACE by PROTOPRESBYTER
VALERY LUKIANOV 142pp
Hardback illustrated
£14.00
THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ST COLUMBAN
by GEORGE METLAKE
258pp Paperback
£14.00
LIFE OF ST COLUMBA FOUNDER OF IONA by
ABBOT ADAMNAN 140pp Paperback £10.00

AN EXTRAORDINARY PEACE: SAINT
SERAPHIM, FLAME OF SAROV by Archimandrite
Lazarus (Moore), Pb 350pp £14.00

LITTLE RUSSIAN PHILOKALIA SERIES
Vol 1 St Seraphim of Sarov,158pp Paperback £6.00
Vol 2 Abbot Nazarius, 143pp Paperback £7.00
Vol 5 St Theodore of Sanaxar, 188pp Pb £8.00

CELTIC HAGIOGRAPHY AND SAINTS’ CULTS
ed. JANE CARTWRIGHT
339pp Paperback
£10.00

LIVES AND LEGENDS OF ST BRENDAN THE
VOYAGER by DENIS O’DONAGHUE
399pp Paperback
£15.00

CONTEMPORARY ASCETICS OF MOUNT
ATHOS by ARCHIMANDRITE CHERUBIM
Volume 1 363pp Paperback
£9.95
Volume 2 358pp Paperback
£9.95
FATHER HERMAN-ALASKA’S SAINT by F.A.
GOLDER, 71pp Paperback
£5.00
FELIX, ST GUTHLAC AND THE EARLY
HISTORY OF CROWLAND by IAN THOMPSON
16pp Booklet
£2.00
THE GREAT COLLECTION OF THE LIVES OF
THE SAINTS by St Demetrius of Rostov - Hb £25
per volume.
SEPTEMBER - 500pp
OCTOBER - 470pp
NOVEMBER - 686pp
DECEMBER - 616pp
JANUARY - 533pp
FEBRUARY - 321pp
MARCH - 500pp
APRIL – 375pp
GREAT-MARTYR TSAR LAZAR OF SERBIA His
Life and Service 55pp Paperback
£6.00
HANDMAIDS OF THE LORD Holy Women of
Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages - Selected
and translated by Joan M Petersen, Pb 434pp
£29.99
HARLOTS OF THE DESERT A study of repentance
in early monastic sources by BENEDICTA WARD
SLG
113pp Paperback
£13.75

LIVES OF THE BRITISH SAINTS by SABINE
BARING-GOULD and JOHN FISHER (a facsimile
reprint of the text and text illustrations of the 19071913. 4 -volume edition, in 8 parts)
Paperback
£12.00 per volume
Part 1- Introduction to Anno
166pp
Part 2 -Aranwen to Buriena
177pp
Part3-Cadell to Cynderyn
240pp
Part 4 -Cynderyn ab Cyngar-Ewryd 233pp
Part 5-Faustus to Gynaid
251pp
Part 6-Hawystil to Mynno
258pp
Part 7-Nectan to Teilo
242pp
Part 8-Teithfall to Index
238pp
LIVES OF THE ENGLISH SAINTS by S. BARINGGOULD 118pp Paperback £9.00
LIVES OF THE GEORGIAN SAINTS by
ARCHPRIEST ZAKARIA MACHITADZE
503pp Hardback
£14.00
LIVES OF THE SAINTS FROM THE BOOK OF
LISMORE Translated by WHITLEY STOKES
381pp Paperback
£13.50
THE LOST SAINTS OF BRITAIN Rediscovering
our Celtic Roots by IAN THOMPSON
131pp Paperback
£6.00
THE MYSTERY OF THE WONDERWORKER
OF OSTROG, Hb, 291pp illustrated £25.00
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NEW CONFESSORS OF RUSSIA by
ARCHIMANDRITE DAMASCENE (ORLOVSKY)
430pp Pb
£11.50

THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ST COLUMBAN
by GEORGE METLAKE
258pp Paperback
£14.00

THE NORTHERN THEBAID Monastic Saints of the
Russian North Compiled and translated by Fr Seraphim
Rose and Fr Herman Podmoshensky
302pp Paperback illustrated
£10.00

THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ST NIKOLAI
Bishop of Ochrid 55pp Booklet
£3.50

THE OPTINA ELDERS SERIES
Vol 2 ELDER ANTHONY by Fr CLEMENT
SEDERHOLM 269pp Paperback
£6.50
Vol 3 ELDER MACARIUS by Fr LEONID KAVELIN
386pp Paperback
£8.50
Vol 4 ELDER AMBROSE by Fr SERGIUS
CHETVERIKOV 469pp Paperback
£9.95
Vol 5 ELDER NEKTARY by I.M.KONTZEVITCH
515pp paperback
£12.95
Vol 7 ELDER BARSANUPHIUS by Victor
AFANASIEV 833pp Paperback
£14.95
ST GENEVIEVE OF PARIS by IRENE RODAKRYDELEK 100pp Paperback
£10.00
ST JOHN DAMASCENE by CONSTANTINE
CAVARNOS, 67pp Paperback
£6.50
ST JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA by LIONEL
SMITHETT LEWIS 211pp Paperback £12.99
THE SAINTS OF CORNWALL SERIES by
GILBERT H.DOBLE
Part One - Saints of the Land’s End District
145pp Paperback
£9.00
Part Two - Saints of the Lizard District
134pp Paperback
£9.00
Part Three - Saints of the Fal
139pp Paperback
£9.00
Part Four - Newquay, Padstow and Bodmin District
167pp Paperback
£9.00
Part Five-Saints of Mid-Cornwall
157pp Paperback
£8.00
Part Six-Saints of North Cornwall
144pp Paperback
£9.00
SAINT WITH THE SILVER SHOES - the
Continuing Search for St Walstan by CAROL
TWINCH, 176pp Pb illustrated
£8.50

WRITINGS OF SAINTS
ASCETIC DISCOURSES by ABBA ISAIAH OF
SCETIS, 282pp Paperback
£15.50
DISCOURSES AND SAYINGS by DOROTHEOS
OF GAZA
259pp Paperback
£19.50

NIL SORSKY The Authentic Writings edited and
translated, with an introduction, by David M Goldfrank,
Pb 276pp
£29.99
ON THE PRAYER OF JESUS by IGNATIUS
BRIANCHANINOV, 167pp Paperback £11.99
THE ORTHODOX VENERATION OF MARY
THE BIRTHGIVER OF GOD by ST JOHN
MAXIMOVITCH 87pp Paperback
£4.95
SELECTED WRITINGS OF ST JOHN CASSIAN
143pp Paperback
£5.00
SERMONS AND WRITINGS OF ST JOHN,
Archbishop of Shanghai and San Francisco,
Books 2, 3 and 4 in stock
Approx 60pp each Paperback £4.50
THE SPIRITUAL MEADOW by JOHN MOSCHOS
Translated by John Wortley Paperback 287pp
£14.99
THOUGHTS FOR EACH DAY OF THE YEAR by
St Theophan the Recluse 307pp Pb
£13.00

ELDERS
BEARERS OF THE SPIRIT Spiritual fatherhood in
Romanian Orthodoxy by NICHOLAS STEBBING
332pp Paperback illustrated £17.99
FATHER GEORGE CALCIU: INTERVIEWS,
HOMILIES AND TALKS
381pp Paperback
£14.75
FATHER SERAPHIM ROSE - HIS LIFE AND
WORKS by FATHER DAMASCENE Pb illustrated
1094pp
£20.00
LETTERS TO A BEGINNER On Giving One’s Life
To God by ABBESS THAISA OF LEUSHINO
110pp Paperback
£5.50
MAY GOD GIVE YOU WISDOM! The Letters of Fr
John Krestiankin 517pp Paperback
£12.50
OUR THOUGHTS DETERMINE OUR LIVES The
Life and Teachings of Elder Thaddeus of Vtitovnica
212pp Paperback
£11.50
WE SHALL SEE HIM AS HE IS by
ARCHIMANDRITE SOPHRONY 237pp Pb

GILDAS de excidio Brittanniae or The Ruin of
Britain, facsimile reprint, Pb 252p
£13.00
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CHILDREN’S
THE CREED IN COLOURING ICONS (Colouring
book for children) paperback, £2.50
CHRISTMAS (ikon colouring book for children) Pb
£3.85
THE LIFE OF CHRIST (ikon colouring book for
children) Paperback 23pp
£3.85
THE LIFE OF ST SAVA (retold for children)
16pp Paperback
£2.00
THE LIFE OF THE THEOTOKOS (ikon colouring
book for children) Pb 16pp
£3.85
MY PRAYER BOOK (for children) illustrated by
Egle-Ekaterine Potamitis, Hb, 62pp
£17.50
MY BOOK OF GREAT LENT (Colouring book for
children), paperback, 14 ikons to colour with poster and
stickers
£4.85

THE ANTIQUITIES OF GLASTONBURY by
William of Malmesbury, translated by Frank Lomax.
The book covers the period AD63 - 1126
Pb 174pp
£12.00
BRITAIN’S HOLIEST PLACES - The all-new guide
to 500 sacred sites by Nick Mayhew Smith, Pb
illustrated 537pp
£17.99

THE CELTIC CHRISTIANITY OF CORNWALL
by THOMAS TAYLOR
184pp Paperback
£12.00
MANX CHURCH ORIGINS by D.S.DUGDALE
186pp Paperback
£12.00
ORTHODOX IRELAND & ERIUGENA:
CHAMPION OF WESTERN ORTHODOXY Vladimir de Beer, Pb 102pp, Spiral binding £5.00
THE WATER OF LIFE Springs and Wells of
Mainland Britain by IAN and FRANCES
THOMPSON 219pp Paperback
£12.00

MY BOOK OF HOLY WEEK (Colouring book for
children), paperback, 21 ikons to colour with poster and
stickers.
£4.85
MY BOOK OF WARRIOR SAINTS (For children),
hardback with audio CD, 70pp, £17.50

IKONOGRAPHY
ICONS by EVA HAUSTEIN-BARTSCH
92pp Paperback, Illustrated
£7.00

MY PENTECOSTARION (Colouring book for
children) paperback
£4.85

ICONS AND SAINTS OF THE EASTERN
ORTHODOX CHURCH by ALFREDO
TRADIGO,383pp Pb, illustrated
£13.95

ST CATHERINE (For children), hardback with audio
CD, 30pp
£12.50

ICONS: Masterpieces of Russian Art by Olga A
Polyajova, Hb 192pp illustrated
£25.00

ST CHRISTOPHER (For children), hardback with
audio CD, 30pp
£12.50

THE MONTREAL MYRRH-STREAMING ICON
AND BROTHER JOSEPH, Paperback
363pp of text plus illustrations
£10.00

SAINT DEMETRIOS THE MYRRH-FLOWING by
Dionysios and Egle-Ekaterine Potamitis, Hb 24pp
Illustrated for children
£12.50
ST GEORGE AND THE DRAGON (for children),
hardback with audio CD, 30pp, £11.50
SAINTS OF ENGLAND (Colouring book for
children) Pb 16pp
£4.50
SAINTS OF IRELAND (Colouring book for children)
Pb 16pp
£4.50

ORTHODOXY IN BRITAIN
ANCIENT STONE CROSSES OF ENGLAND by
Alfred Rimmer, Pb illustrated, facsimile reprint of the
1875 edition, 172pp
£11.00

SPLENDOUR AND GLORY: Art of the Russian
Orthodox Church,
Pb 241pp profusely illustrated
£40.00

THEOLOGY & SPIRITUAL LIFE
THE BEGINNINGS OF A LIFE OF PRAYER by
Archimandrite Irenei (Steenberg), paperback, 122pp,
£8.50
DEIFICATION IN THE EASTERN ORTHODOX
TRADITION: a biblical perspective by STEPHEN
THOMAS,
Paperback 182pp
£21.50
ECUMENISM EXAMINED A concise analytical
discussion of the ecumenical movement by
CONSTANTINE CAVARNOS
64pp Hardback
£6.00
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THE EXPERIENCE OF GOD Orthodox Dogmatic
Theology by DUMITRU STANILAOE 280pp
Paperback
£15.95

ENCOMINUM TO MONK CONSTANTINE
(CAVARNOS) (1918 - 2011) by Fr Asterios
Gerostergios, Pb 51pp
£4.50

FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY A Search for
Harmony-Human Rights and Personal Dignity by
PATRIARCH KIRILL OF MOSCOW
136pp Paperback
£12.99

A HANDY-BOOK OF RULES & TABLES FOR
VERIFYING DATES WITH THE CHRISTIAN
ERA, &c. Facsimile reprint of the 1869 edition by
JOHN J. BOND, 312pp Paperback
£10.95

GOD’S REVELATION TO THE HUMAN HEART
By Father Seraphim Rose, Paperback, illustrated, 48pp
£3.75

LIFE ON THE RUSSIAN COUNTRY ESTATE
A Social and Cultural History by PRISCILLA
ROOSEVELT, Paperback, Illustrated £25.00

HOLINESS: MAN’S SUPREME DESTINY by
CONSTANTINE CAVARNOS
96pp Paperback
£5.50

STARTING TO READ MEDIEVAL LATIN
MANUSCRIPT by DAVID GOSDEN,
146pp Paperback
£14.95

THE MEANING OF SUFFERING and STRIFE
AND RECONCILIATION (one volume) by
ARCHIMANDRITE SERAPHIM ALEKSIEV
112pp Paperback
£6.00
THE MYSTERY OF FAITH An Introduction to the
Teaching and Spirituality of the Orthodox Church by
BISHOP HILARION ALFEYEV
267pp Paperback
£12.95
THE MYSTICAL THEOLOGY OF THE
EASTERN CHURCH by VLADIMIR LOSSKY
252pp Paperback
£19.00
ON THE DIVINE LITURGY By Metropolitan
Augustinos (Kantiotis) of Florina:
Vol 1, Paperback, 274pp
£12.95
Vol 2, Paperback, 200pp
£12.95
THE ORTHODOX CHURCH (New Edition) by
TIMOTHY WARE
358pp Paperback
£12.99
ORTHODOX DOGMATIC THEOLOGY by
PROTOPRESBYTER MICHAEL POMAZANSKY
434pp Paperback
£12.50
ORTHODOXY by PAUL EVDOKIMOV, Pb
375pp
£19.95
TURNAROUND The Orthodox Purpose Driven Life
by FORREST LONG 126pp
Paperback
£8.95
THE WAY OF A PILGRIM & THE PILGRIM
CONTINUES HIS WAY, translated by R M French,
Paperback
£10.99

MISCELLANEOUS
DIAMONDS ON THE BOSPHORUS An Historical
Novel by Aliki Kafetzopoulou,
Pb 143pp
£8.00

CHURCH ITEMS
St GEORGE’S CANDLES unbleached, handdipped
Large Votive Candles 10” x ½” £14.75 per 100
Medium Votive Candles £12.75 per 100
Tapers in bundles of 200 - £17.50
GREEK INCENSE
Note: Greek incense is made with less resin than the
granulated variety. Thus it produces less smoke. But,
being more concentrated, it should be used sparingly.
Boxes from Greece £3.00 each - Byzantine, Jasmine,
Carnation, and Rose.
Also in stock, both Rose and Byzantine - 1 kilo boxes
£27.50 per kilo
CHARCOAL - Swiftlite
Boxes of 80 basic tablets £6.75
Boxes of 100 (slightly larger sized) tablets £7.95
WICKS
Boxes of wicks with one cork float £1.25
Spare floats 55p each
CHOTKI - PRAYER ROPES
These are mostly made by nuns but it is difficult to
maintain constancy of style. Some are made of wool
and some of cord. Mostly they are black but not always.
Remember, when chotki are newly made the knots are
very close together. You will need to give them a gentle
stretch in order to separate the knots.
100 knot chotki £13.95
50 knot chotki £6.95
33 knot chotki £4.50
We can supply longer chotki - 200 knot £22.00 or 300
knot £32.00
RUSSIAN STYLE CROSSES - BRASS
6½” x 3½” £14.50
10” x 5” £24.50
CENSERS
Standing Censers for domestic use in two types:
“Gilt” 6¼” tall £24.95
“Silver” 6¼” tall £22.95
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IKON LAMPS
“GILT” HANGING LAMPS in two sizes
Medium Size (bunch of grapes design) £32.95
Small Size (Greek design) £29.95
“SILVER” HANGING LAMPS - styles as above
Medium £29.95
Small £27.95
BRACKETS - 5½” long “Gilt”£9.95 “Silver”£7.95
STANDING LAMPS
“Gilt” £28.95
“Silver” £26.95
Spare Lamp Glasses - Red or Blue £5.95 each
PROSFORA SEALS
GREEK STYLE either plastic £5.50
COMMUNION NAPKINS
Red with embroidered Cross £14.00
VARIOUS
LAPEL CROSSES “gilt” and blue lapel crosses Russian style
£2.00 each
PASCHA MOULDS in plastic
£4.00 each
PRAYER OF THE OPTINA ELDERS - A4 size card the text is surrounded by a design illustrated with
pictures of the Optina Elders (staretzi) and scenes of
Optina Monastery’s churches. Suitable for framing.
75p each

MULTI-MEDIA
CDs
The following CD was recorded at St Paisius
Monastery, Safford, USA. The nuns sing mostly in
English although a few tracks are in Slavonic.
THE ALL-NIGHT VIGIL - a selection of 14 hymns
from the Service in honour of the Optina Fathers. £9.95
The following CD was produced by St Herman of
Alaska Brotherhood
LIVING THE ORTHODOX WORLD VIEW Vol 1 Lectures by Fr Seraphim (Rose) of Platina £6.00

DVDs
HOW TO MAKE AN ORTHODOX PRAYER ROPE
(chotki) - Two hours
£12.00
THE RETURN OF THE ICON (Tihkvin Ikon of the
Mother of God) - 85 minutes
£19.95

IKON PRINTS AND CARDS
IKON CARD 6”x8” 40p each
All Saints of Britain and Ireland
IKON PRINTS (paper) approx. 7”x5½” 30p each
St Joanna the Myrrh-bearer
St Daniel the Stylite
St Osyth of Essex, Abbess
St Richard of Wessex, Prince
St Kieran (Ciaran) of Clonmacnois, Abbot
IKON CARDS - postcard size 20p each
Descent in Hades (Easter ikon)
Nativity of Christ (Christmas ikon)

Christ with Sts Columba, Adamnan, Melangell,
Alban, David and Patrick
Our Lady of Mettingham
Our Lady of Walsingham
Prophet Naum and St Naum of Ochrid, Monk
Saints of Bangor (Sts Comgall, Gall and Columban)
Saint Aidan of Lindisfarne, Bishop
Saint Alban, Proto-martyr of Britain
Saint Angus of Keld (near Dublin), Ascetic
Apostle Aristobulos of the 70, 1st Bishop of Britain
Venerable Bede
Saint Benedict of Nursia, Abbot
Saint Boniface of Crediton, Enlightener of Germany
Saint Botolph of Iken, Abbot
Saint Brannock of Braunton, Monk
Saint Brendan the Voyager, Abbot
Saint Brigid of Kildare, Abbess
Saint Brihtwold, Bishop of Ramsbury
Saint Cadoc of Wales, Monk
Saint Chad, Bishop of Lichfield
Saint Colman of Lindisfarne, Bishop
Saint Colman of Oughaval, Abbot
Saint Columba, Abbot of Iona
Saint Cuthbert of Lindisfarne, Bishop
Saint David, Patron Saint of Wales, Bishop
Saint Easwythe, Abbess of Folkestone
Saint Edmund, King of East Anglia, Martyr
Saint Felix of Dunwich, Bishop
Saint Finan of Lindisfarne, Bishop
Saint Frideswide of Oxford, Abbess
Saint Fursey of Burgh Castle, Abbot
Saint Ita of Kileedy, Abbess
Saint John the Almsgiver, Patriarch of Alexandria
Saint John of Beverley, Bishop
Saint John the Wonderworker of Shanghai and San
Francisco, Bishop
Saint Leo the Great, Pope of Rome
Saint Martin, Bishop of Tours
Saint Mildred, Abbess of Minster
Saint Nectan of Hartland, Martyr
Saint Oswald, King of Northumbria, Martyr
Saint Oswin of Northumbria, Martyr
Saint Patrick, Patron Saint of Ireland, Bishop
Saint Seraphim of Sarov, Hieromonk
Saint Sidwell of Exeter, Martyr
Saint Teilo, Bishop
Saint Urith of Chittlehampton, Virgin
Saint Varus, Martyr
Saint Walstan of Taverham (and Bawburgh)
Saint Wandregesilius, Abbot of Fontenelle
Saint Werburgh of Chester, Nun
WATERCOLOUR PAINTINGS - Rural scenes - 5
folded cards, in full colour, blank inside with envelopes
- £1.50 per pack.
PRAYER CARDS - postcard size - illustrated - full
colour 20p each
1) JESUS PRAYER
2) I BELIEVE, O LORD…. Prayer before Communion
3) THE STONE WHICH THE BUILDERS
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REJECTED….Psalm verse
4) I AM THE WAY, THE TRUTH and THE LIFE….
5) WE VENERATE THY CROSS…..

OLLAND
BOOK SHOP

TO MAKE AN ORDER

Click HERE to go straight to SGOIS’ on-line store or
alternatively print and fill out the form below.
 …………………………………………………………...

TO MAKE AN ORDER:

Come and browse our extensive range of
new and second hand stock and support
the Mettingham Orthodox Trust.

Olland Book Shop,
22 Upper Olland Street,
Bungay,
Suffolk,
NR35 1BH
01986 894026
ollandbookshop@aol.com
If you live too far from the shop to
wander round in person, why not have a
look at our store on Amazon. By clicking
on the box below ~

Amazon

ORDER FORM
To SGOIS/Orthodox News, The White House,
Mettingham, Suffolk, NR35 1TP
From
Revd/Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss………………………………....
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
..............................................................
E-mail ……………………………………………..
Please send the following
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
………………………………..
Postage (see below)
Donation to Mettingham
Orthodox Trust
Cheque enclosed

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

£
£

.
.

Please send a sample copy of Orthodox News to the
following who may be interested
Revd/Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss………………………………....
........................................................................................
....................................................................
E-mail ……………………………………………..
Revd/Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss………………………………....
........................................................................................
....................................................................
E-mail ……………………………………………..
________________________________________
Postage & Packing - To all orders except those for
candles and charcoal please add 15% if the value is
under £25 or 10% if it is over £25
Postage/carriage on candle and charcoal orders will be
charged at actual cost.
Please make cheques payable to:
S G O I S / Orthodox News
If making a donation, please fill out our GIFT AID
FORM which can be downloaded here.
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St George Orthodox Information Service
The White House,
Low Road,
Mettingham,
Suffolk,
NR35 1TP
Telephone: (01986) 895176
E-mail: StGeorgeOIS@aol.com
Website: www.mettingham.org.uk
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